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Cyan fluorescent proteins (CFP) with tryptophan66-based chromophore are widely used for live cell
imaging. In contrast to green and red fluorescent proteins, no charged states of the CFP chromophore have
been described. Here, we studied synthetic CFP chromophore and found that its indole group can be
deprotonated rather easily (pKa 12.4).We then reproduced this effect in the CFP mCerulean by placing basic
amino acids in the chromophore microenvironment. As a result, green-emitting variant with an anionic
chromophore and key substitution Val61Lys was obtained. This is the first evidence strongly suggesting that
tryptophan-based chromophores in fluorescent proteins can exist in an anionic charged state. Switching
between protonated and deprotonated Trp66 in fluorescent proteins represents a new unexplored way to
control their spectral properties.

F
luorescent proteins (FP) of GFP family represent a powerful tool to visualize structures and dynamic
processes in live systems1. FPs carry chromophores formed by self-catalyzed modifications of three internal
amino acids (e.g., Ser65-Tyr66-Gly67 in GFP from jellyfish Aequorea victoria). All known natural FPs of

different colors have Tyr66 as a central chromophore-forming residue. A very important feature of chromo-
phore’s Tyr66 is its ability to exist either in neutral (protonated) or anionic (deprotonated) states, depending on
H-bond network around phenolic oxygen1. Corresponding neutral and anionic chromophores possess drastically
different spectral properties. Anionic GFP-like chromophore absorbs blue light at about 480 nm and emits green
light at about 510 nm. In contrast, neutral GFP-like chromophore absorbs violet light at about 400 nm and can
either emit blue light at about 450 nm, or, via excited state proton transfer mechanism it can undergo ultrafast
conversion into anionic state with green emission at about 510 nm. Similar behavior was also described for red
fluorescent proteins2. Interconversions between neutral and anionic states in fluorescent proteins with Tyr66-
based chromophores represent a structural basis for functioning of a number of fluorescent sensors, as well as
photoactivatable fluorescent proteins, which are widely used for protein, organell and cell tracking and super-
resolution imaging1.

While natural FPs have Tyr66-based chromophores, this residue can be artificially substituted for other
aromatic amino acids resulting in blue-shifted variants – cyan FPs (CFP) with Trp66 and blue FPs with His66
or Phe663. CFPs appeared to be a particularly useful for multicolor labeling and FRET-based applications.
Recently, greatly improved variants, namely Cerulean, Cerulean3, mTurquoise and mTurquoise2 were gener-
ated4–7.

Up to date, no charged states of the Trp66-based CFP chromophore were described. Even theoretical possibility
of existence of such variants was not discussed. Here, we describe the first fluorescent protein with anionic Trp-
based chromophore obtained by directed molecular evolution of Cerulean.

Results
Tryptophan side chain does not exist in anionic state in biological systems because of extremely high pKa (about
20) of indole deprotonation. However, in the case of extended aromatic system of Trp-based chromophore some
changes in pKa might be expected due to more efficient delocalization of negative charge. Indeed, we noticed that
under strong basic conditions synthetic CFP chromophore8 ((5Z)-5-(1H-indol-3-ylmethylidene)-2,3-dimethyl-
3,5-dihydro-4H-imidazol-4-one) undergoes bathochromic shift of about 60 nm with pKa 12.4 (Supplementary
Fig. 1). We observed a similar bathochromic shift in the absorption spectrum of cyan fluorescent protein
mCerulean upon denaturation in 5 M NaOH. The most likely explanation of such a change in the spectrum is
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the deprotonation of indole nitrogen. These results encouraged us to
perform mutagenesis aimed to generate a fluorescent protein with
anionic Trp66-based chromophore. We expected spectra of the
anionic state of Trp-based chromophore to be red-shifted as com-
pared to the neutral state.

Using cyan FP mCerulean as a template we introduced Lys and
Arg residues at positions nearby the Trp66, specifically, positions 61,
146, 203, and 205. We assumed that positively charged side chains of
these amino acids could potentially stabilize a negative charge on
the indole group. Indeed, one variant carrying substitution V61K
demonstrated a minor but clearly detectable additional red-shifted
fluorescence excitation peak at 494 nm with emission at 505 nm (not
shown). Absorption spectrum of mCerulean-V61K suggested that
this new spectral feature corresponded to a small fraction of the bulk
protein (Fig. 1). Therefore, random mutagenesis was used to enhance
the relative intensity of green fluorescence, as well as overall bright-
ness. Variants selected on sequential rounds of random mutagenesis
showed gradually increasing fraction of 494-nm absorption peak
(Fig. 1). Final variant, named WasCFP (W in anionic state CFP),
carried amino acid substitutions V61K, D148G, Y151N, and L207Q
and demonstrated mainly green fluorescence (excitation and emis-
sion maxima at 494 and 505 nm, respectively, quantum yield 0.85;
extinction coefficient at 494 nm 51000 M21cm21), although the
Cerulean-like cyan component (excitation and emission maxima at
437 and 477 nm, respectively, quantum yield 0.48; extinction coef-
ficient at 437 nm 28000 M21cm21) remained as well.

pH-dependent spectral changes in fluorescent proteins spectra are
routinely used to determine chromophore protonation state1–3,9. In
particular, one could expect increase in partial content of anionic
form of the chromophore with increase in pH. WasCFP spectra
possessed strong pH and temperature dependences with fast and
reversible interconversion between the cyan and green forms
(Fig. 2, Supplementary Fig. 2a,b, Supplementary Fig. 3). Alkaline
pHs and/or low temperatures stabilized the green form of
WasCFP. For example, a dominated green form can be obtained at
pH 7.4 and 4uC, or at pH 8.1 and 25uC. Notably, the absorption
spectrum of WasCFP green form possessed a red shift similar to that
of mCerulean denatured in strong alkaline conditions where its chro-
mophore becomes deprotonated (Fig. 2a). We concluded that green
form of WasCFP carries chromophore with Trp66 in anionic state
(Fig. 2c).

At high pH values a drop in absorption at 494 nm occurred
(Supplementary Fig. 2a,b). This transition with apparent pKa of about
9.8 can be explained by titration of a lysine side chain (including

Lys61) or overall change of protein conformation and hydrogen bond
network around the chromophore in alkali.

WasCFP exhibited an unusual spectral behavior in urea solutions.
Typically, fluorescent proteins are resistant to denaturants such as
8 M urea or 6 M guanidine hydrochloride9,10. In contrast, WasCFP
absorption changed in the presence of as low as 0.25 M urea
(Supplementary Fig. 2c). Interestingly, presence of urea resulted in
increase of 494-nm peak (green form), but did not affect absorption
at shorter wavelengths (cyan form).

To gain a better understanding of this multicomponent absorp-
tion-emission system we have performed a full 3D excitation/emis-
sion scan of WasCFP at various pH (Fig. 3). At all pH values in the
range of 6.4–9.4 two very closely lying emission centers were
observed: the weakly emissive component with excitation/emission
at about 450/475 nm, and the dominating component with excita-
tion/emission at about 495/505 nm. As mentioned before, we
assigned them to the cyan and the green emitting forms, respectively.
Spectral analysis of the 2D contour plots demonstrated that at all pH
the green component has the same excitation spectra, therefore
excluding the possibility of the cyan to green conversion via excited
state proton transfer (ESPT).

We have also measured the 3D fluorescence decay surfaces of the
abovementioned samples upon 372 nm and 467 nm pulsed laser
excitation (Fig. 4). The 372 nm excitation would lead to simultan-
eous excitation of the cyan and green forms, while the 467 nm excita-
tion would predominantly excite the green form. Indeed, the 372 nm
excitation led to mutliexponential decays at all wavelengths through-
out the emission spectrum. The individual decays at various wave-
lengths reflected the overlapped emission of the cyan and the green
bands. However, we have noticed that the decays measured in the red
part of the spectrum were longer than those for the blue part. Some
selected decay curves monitored at 510 nm are presented in Fig. 4b.
To reveal the origin of the decaying species we have performed the
global analysis of the kinetic data (excitation 372 nm, pH 7.4). As
expected, the decay-associated species (DAS) were grouped around
490 nm and 515 nm (Supplementary Fig. 4). The 490 nm species
can be best characterized with 3 decaying components with the life-
times of 55 ps, 505 ps, and 2.2 ns, while the 515 nm band has the
unusually long 6.0 ns decay. In all cases no detectable risetimes were
detected at all wavelengths, ruling out the ESPT mechanism.

Upon 467 nm excitation of all samples, no time evolution of the
emission spectra was detected, and the decay of the green species was
exponential with the lifetime of 5.2 ns at pH 7.0, and 5.0 at pH 9.4.
We think that these values are more reliable than the ones obtained

Figure 1 | Site-directed and random mutagenesis of mCerulean. (a) Normalized absorption spectra of mCerulean and its mutants collected from

sequential rounds of mutagenesis. All spectra were measured at pH 7.4 and 4uC. Black line – Cerulean, blue – V61K, cyan – V61K/D148G/Y151N,

green – WasCFP (V61K/D148G/Y151N/L207Q) mutants. (b) Modeling of mutations V61K, D148G, Y151N and L207Q on Cerulean crystal structure

(PDB ID: 2WSO) using PyMol package.
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from the global fit upon 372 nm excitation since upon 467 nm
excitation the excitation is being absorbed by the green species pre-
dominantly.

Discussion
In WasCFP, V61K appears to be a key substitution as this single
mutation was sufficient to promote appearance of the green fluor-
escent state. Although pKa of a Lys side chain is 10.4 in aqueous
solution, it is known that it can be as high as 12.1 within the protein11.
Other mutations further shifted equilibrium from cyan to green state
and improved overall folding and brightness. From the Cerulean
crystal structure12 it is known, that the side chain of amino acid in
the position 207 is in tight contact with the side chain of amino acid
in the position 61. Therefore, substitution L207Q likely participates
in fine tuning of Lys61 conformation. Substitutions in the position
148 are well-known to influence chromophore properties1–4. We spe-
culate that substitution of Asp148 for smaller amino acid residue Gly
provides additional space near the chromophore, allowing it to adapt
microenvironmental changes caused by bulky side chain of Lys61.

Does WasCFP chromophore exist in the anionic state? Chro-
mophore ionization in fluorescent proteins is hard to observe
directly. Following classical studies of GFP chromophore protona-
tion state, we applied pH-titrations and other indirect evidences to
answer this question.

The strongest evidence for anionic nature of chromophore in
WasCFP is pH titration data. Indeed, pH increase from acidic to
mild basic conditions results in cyan-to-green conversion of
WasCFP. This transition is highly similar to analogous pH-depend-
ent bathochromic shift in various green, yellow and red FPs with Tyr-
based chromophores, where chromophores’ phenolic oxygen depro-
tonation occurs1–3. Moreover, absorption spectrum of mCerulean
denatured in strong alkaline conditions (5 M NaOH, mCerulean
chromophore is anionic) is red-shifted similarly to WasCFP green
form.

Also, green form appeared as a result of introduction of positively
charged Lys, which can stabilize chromophore’s negative charge.
Temperature dependence of WasCFP can be explained in terms of
Lys61/chromophore interaction. Taking into account a high pKa,
proton abstraction from the Trp-based chromophore should be a
delicate process, and should depend strongly on the proximity of
Lys61 side chain to the indole nitrogen. Therefore, due to higher
mobility of protein backbone and side chains at higher temperatures,
one can expect the green form to disappear when heating.

Two other potential explanations of the observed bathochromic
shift in WasCFP can be considered. First, formation of DsRed-type
acylimine is known to extend conjugated electron system of the
chromophore and results in a strong red shift. An example of fluor-
escent protein with Trp-based acylimine-containing chromophore is

Figure 2 | Spectral properties of WasCFP and their explanation.
(a) WasCFP absorption spectra at various pHs (solid colored lines) at 4uC
with conversion of cyan to green-emitting forms. Dashed green line –

emission at pH 8.1. Gray line – absorption of mCerulean denaturated in

strong alkaline conditions. (b) Temperature dependence of WasCFP

absorption spectra (at pH7.4). (c) A proposed explanation of the

bathochromic shift in WasCFP. Neutral cyan chromophore (left)

undergoes ionization upon pH increase. Resulting green-emitting anionic

state of the chromophore (right) is stabilized by positively charged lysine-

61 side chain. Photo inset shows fluorescence of WasCFP solution under

UV lamp at pH 5 (left) and pH 8 (right).
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Figure 3 | Excitation-emission contour plots of WasCFP at various pH. The difference between the neighboring lines corresponds to the constant

intensity difference on a linear scale. Red color corresponds to higher intensities.
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mHoneydew – a mutant of monomeric red fluorescent protein
mRFP13. This protein has broad double-peaked spectra with excita-
tion peaks at 487 and 504 nm, and emission peaks at 537 and
562 nm. mHoneydew shows high pH stability (pKa,4). All these
properties are very different from that of WasCFP. Also, at denatur-
ing protein gel-electrophoresis WasCFP did not show protein chain
fragmentation (Supplementary Fig. 5), which is characteristic for
proteins with DsRed-type chromophore14. Generally, formation of
DsRed-type acylimine can hardly be responsible for fast and revers-
ible pH- and temperature-dependent interconversions of green and
cyan forms in WasCFP.

Second possibility of bathochromic shift is stacking interactions
between the chromophore and an aromatic amino acid from its
environment. This effect was first discovered for yellow mutants of
GFP with Tyr203 as a key stacking residue1,15. Introduction of Tyr203
into ECFP resulted in a mutant named ECGFP with a red shifted
spectra (absorption and emission maxima at 463 and 506 nm,
respectively)16. In contrast to WasCFP, ECGFP was extremely pH
stable and showed practically no changes in absorption spectrum in a
pH range from 4 to 12. Clear dissimilarity of ECGFP and WasCFP
together with absence of aromatic residues among WasCFP-specific
mutations allowed us to conclude that stacking interactions are not
responsible for red shifted spectra of WasCFP.

To conclude, we presented the first evidence strongly suggesting
that tryptophan-based chromophores in fluorescent proteins can
exist in the anionic state. It is also the first case of deprotonation of
the indole substituent in a biological system. Switching between pro-
tonated and deprotonated Trp66 in fluorescent proteins represents a

new unexplored way to control their spectral properties. The main
advantage for practical applications of WasCFP is its extremely high
fluorescence lifetime of the green form (5.2 ns; for comparison,
fluorescence lifetime of EGFP is 2.3 ns17). To the best of our know-
ledge, this is the highest value of fluorescence lifetime among GFP-
like fluorescent proteins. Thus, WasCFP is probably a useful tag for
fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) that can be used to
discriminate two or more fluorescent proteins of the same color but
with different fluorescence lifetimes by lifetime unmixing6. Also,
high quantum yield and fluorescence lifetime of WasCFP makes it
a potentially excellent donor for fluorescence resonance energy
transfer (FRET). While WasCFP can probably be successfully
applied as it is, further molecular evolution of WasCFP would be
applied to minimize residual amounts of protein in the uncharged
state and thus suppress its unwanted cyan fluorescence. High envir-
onmental sensitivity (in particular, to urea) of WasCFP suggests that
even subtle changes of protein conformation result in clearly detect-
able changes of its spectra. This property is desirable for construction
of genetically encoded sensors, in which conformational changes of
sensitive domains should induce conformational changes of a fluor-
escent protein and corresponding detectable modulation of its fluor-
escence. We expect that our finding will open new perspectives for
development of sensors and photoconvertible fluorescent proteins
with Trp-based green or red chromophores.

Methods
CFP chromophore synthesis. CFP chromophore analog ((5Z)-5-(1H-indol-3-
ylmethylidene)-2,3-dimethyl-3,5-dihydro-4H-imidazol-4-one, Supplementary Fig.
1a) was synthesized as described8.

Mutagenesis. The set of positions potentially providing sufficient proximity of Lys
and Arg side chains to the chromophore was selected on the basis of virtual
mutagenesis of Cerulean crystal structure (PDB: 2WSO) in PyMol package (The
PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 0.99, Schrödinger, LLC). We selected
positions for which a contact between Lys or Arg side chains and chromophore was
observed at least in one of the conformations proposed by PyMol.

Synthetic DNA oligonucleotides for mutagenesis were purchased from Evrogen.
PCRs were carried out using PTC-100 thermal cycler (MJ Research). Purification of
PCR products and products of restriction digests was performed by gel electro-
phoresis and extraction using the QIAquick gel extraction kit (Qiagen). Plasmid DNA
was purified using the QIAprep Spin Miniprep kit (Qiagen). Site-directed muta-
genesis was performed by overlap-extension PCR18. Random mutagenesis was per-
formed using the Diversity PCR Random Mutagenesis kit (Clontech). For bacterial
expression, a fluorescent protein gene was cloned into the pQE-30 vector (Qiagen)
using BamHI and HindIII restriction sites. Restriction endonucleases were purchased
from New England Biolabs.

Selection of mutants was based on visual screening of E. coli colonies expressing
mutant proteins under Olympus SZX12 research stereo zoom microscope.

Purification and characterization of fluorescent proteins in vitro. Fluorescent
proteins were expressed in E. coli XL1 Blue strain (Invitrogen) in the LB medium,
centrifuged, sonicated in PBS (pH 7.4), then purified using Talon metal-affinity resin
(Clontech). Cary 100 UV/VIS Spectrophotometer and Varian Cary Eclipse
Fluorescence spectrophotometer were used to measure absorption and excitation-
emission spectra. Quantum yields were determined by direct comparison with EGFP
and mCerulean.

Extinction coefficients of WasCFP cyan and green forms were determined as
follows. Synthetic CFP chromophore in basic dimethylformamide possessed double-
peaked absorption curve with two close maxima at 460 and 473 nm and extinction
coefficient 46000 M21cm21 at both wavelengths (Supplementary Fig. 1d). This value
was used to calculate amount of mature protein in a sample of alkali-denatured
WasCFP (absorption spectrum with two maxima at 464 and 487 nm, Supplementary
Fig. 1c). Native WasCFP is a mixture of cyan and green forms in equilibrium. We
calculated extinction coefficients of both forms using spectra of WasCFP at condi-
tions favored strong dominance of either cyan or green form (pH 5.5 and 8.1 at 4uC).

To measure the pH dependence of spectra, we used buffers in the pH range from 5
to 11. An aliquot of purified protein was diluted in the corresponding buffer solution.
Spectra were measured at room temperature (25uC) or at 4uC after 15 min of
incubation in buffer. In each sample, actual final pH was measured using a
microelectrode (Sartorius).

To measure the temperature dependence of spectra we used Cary 100 UV/VIS
spectrophotometer equipped with Cary temperature controller. Spectra were mea-
sured after 5 min of incubation at corresponding temperature.

To measure the urea dependence of spectra, a set of phosphate buffers with urea
concentration from 0.125 M to 10 M was prepared. After protein addition pH values

Figure 4 | Time-resolved fluorescence spectra of WasCFP. (a) Emission

decay contour plots of WasCFP at various pH. The difference between the

neighboring lines corresponds to the constant intensity difference on a

logarithmic scale. Red color corresponds to higher intensities.

(b) Fluorescence decay curves of WasCFP detected at 510 nm under

372 nm or 467 nm excitation in solutions with various pH.
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of all solutions differed slightly in the range 7.9–8.2. After 15 min incubation at room
temperature (25uC), the absorbance was measured.

Fluorescence lifetimes were measured using an Edinburgh Instruments time-
correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) system. In these measurements, pico-
second excitation pulses diode lasers (Picoquant) emitting at 372 nm or 467 nm was
used as an excitation light source. The detection system consisted of a high speed
MicroChannel Plate PhotoMultiplier Tube (MCP-PMT, Hamamatsu R3809U-50)
and TCSPC electronics. The time resolution of the system was 30 ps after deconvo-
lution with an IRF signal. Global analysis of the kinetic data was performed using the
publicly available package Glotaran 1.2 (http://www.glotaran.org)19.
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